
Results of the second Soros subproject

• Auswirkungen auf Zielgruppe/Effects on the target group

The target group of the second subproject are teenagers and young adults, of 15 and 
above. In our project we worked with a class of 28 pupils between 15-16.

1. Students experienced a new way of learning. Namely, reflect on what you already 
know, discover new things/values, which not only enrich you, but are close to and 
are useful in every-day life.

2. Going through all the activities the subproject promoted, students realized that no 
values we inherit are set in stone and under no circumstances should we judge 
anyone without having a critical attitude towards.

• Zusammenhang Ziele – Ergebnisse (refer to the explicit link 
between aims and results of the subproject)

Aim Result
Develop ability to empathize Students imagined themselves to be the negative 

character of a story/tale, which helped them be 
in someone else’s shoes and “think with another 
person’s head”.

Train students to change point of 
view deliberately

The activity asked the students to write the 
pleading of the negative character they chose 
and try to find reasons for his deeds in a way 
that help him plead innocent. This activity 
helped students recognize that being open to 
new things, other points of view is not 
something innate, but something that we learn 
and train ourselves in. (Most of the students 
chose to write the pleading of a character from a 
Romanian tale, called Omul Span (the Man 
without Beard).)

Teach criticism To avoid rash decision-making/ judging one 
needs to be critical not only about the others, but 
also about himself. An activity of the subproject 
which deals with this is the analysis of students’ 
every-day life situations, based on the caricature 
by Bil Keane.

Develop communication skills Writing the pleading helped students learn the 
structure of a pleading and the way ideas are 
communicated in a text one defends himself.

• Antirassismus, brain compatible learning (connection to these)



A common, short definition of anti-racism could be: one can’t accept a person and his 
deeds/actions, because he belongs to a group of people (race, nationality, minority), 
which one has strong prejudices against.
The only way we can fight against it, is to change our way of thinking and de-construct 
prejudices:

1. Don’t judge only the person and his backgrounds, but
2. Concentrate on the concrete situation/action and try yourself to find reasons why 

he might have done what he did – don’t rely only on your point of view, try 
others, as well, because there are many.

3. Have a critical attitude before judging a situation.
The second subproject of the Soros Educational Centre prepares students for this change 
in thinking/for the fight against anti-rassism in the following way:

1. It starts from the “known” (Little Red Riding-Hood). This phase might be called 
the known/inherited set of values, prejudices.

2. takes the students toward something that “needs to be discovered” (characters 
thought to be negative can be innocent).  This phase is the phase of finding 
reasons for the other person’s deeds. and 

3. finally shows students a model how critical thinking can be used in everyday-life 
situations. Being critical about others and yourself, as well.


